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Try NP YESI Ceramic Flat Iron for 

professional hair styling! 

 

Jul 23, 2009 – Flat Iron Experts – an online boutique that specializes in the selling and 

promotion of hair care accessories – launches branded items such as NP YESI Ceramic Flat Iron 

(NP 302). With the most sophisticated Korean Ceramic Technology, NP YESI Ceramic Flat Iron 

is an exceptional hair styling accessory, boasting of features that aid to rejuvenate and protect 

your hair. The result is that you are definite to have a gorgeous, shiny hair.    

 

 

A great thing regarding this flat iron is the technology used for its manufacture, which is a 

unique blend of Ceramic Technology and Negative Ion Technology. Ceramic Technology 

promotes for a beautiful hair via even distribution of heat across the hair, efficient heat retention, 

and elimination of damaging spots. In addition, ceramic heat plates within the flat iron generates 

a kind of electro magnetic waves, namely, Far Infrared Rays, which provides benefits such as 

preservation of more moisture within the hair shaft, elimination of frizz, and safeguarding your 

hair while styling. In the case of Negative Ion Technology, it works in such a way to prevent the 

growth of bacteria and fungi that affect hair and scalp.    

 

 

Few to mention among many of its astounding features are five temperature settings; ceramic 

heater that allows for fast heat-up and that too within 30 seconds; professional 360° swivel cord 

to prevent tangling; and Voltage AC 110V 60Hz for use in USA/Canada. Above all, it is attached 

with one year limited warranty.    

 

 

With these superb features, it is not a wonder why this flat iron is a much preferred option among 

majority of professional hairdressers in Canada. In fact, it is one of the top selling hair styling 

irons in Canada. 
 


